
Day  18 TREE motif 
De’VIA 28 Day Challenge  
 

 
Kat Brockway 
"Trees Bond Together" 
Art studio app in iPad  
Description: Trees like a group of Deaf people in a community or colony stand up 
and fight for our rights together. The trees grow together. We grow together and 
bond. 



 
David Call 
Birth of a Deaf Baobab Tree 
Graphite/color pencil 
 

 
Patti Durr 



Roots and Wings 
Spray paint and acrylic on canvas 
20 x 20 
 
 

 
Bethaney Hall 
"Deaf Tree Roots" 
8.5 by 11 drawing paper, black ink 
 



 
 

 
Takiyah Harris 
1. Tree affirmative  
"Untitled" 
Mixed Media 
8x10 
2.  Untitled 
Description:  The eye trees wanted to take care of the animals (ducks) from the lake. 



 
 
 

 
 
Ellen Mansfield 

1. “Hide Seek Tree”  Last year, I had a tile painting of tree. Here is "Hide Seek 
Tree" (oranges on tree)  A Deaf child feels something missing in her life, from 
round parents, relatives, and friends. It is like hide and seek games between 



round people and then walk in the woods. There is a bonding feeling with 
trees and being yourself then you come back to the race world. then it is 
reminder that they do not know ASL or you have deprived communication 
with them.  

2. Second one is "Kissing in Woods" (?) for today, Tree Motif. It is more 
affirmative in the picture 

 

 
 
Ken McBroom 
"Magic" 
Collage 
 
 



 
Tracey Milo 
“Grassroot:  ASL Tree” 
Graphite pencil on paper 
5x7 
 
 

 
Laurie Rose Monahan 
"Eyes On Me" 
Photoshop  
Description: When I was in Colorado, I noticed most Aspen trees have "eyes" and 
instantly I felt safe at Aspen Deaf Camp for whole week. Wonder if I did have eyes 
watching me growing up because I was brush with death few times. 
 



 
 
 
Stevie Gemmill Naeyaert 
De'VIA Tree 
Description:  Cream background. Goofy looking tree sketch in black with some 
shading. Hanging on branches are all the 28 DeVia Motifs along with some squiggles 
and other doodles. Word next to tree in teal block letters "DeVIA" and black cursive 
underneath "tree" 

 
Teresa Davisson Newman 
"Inspiration Tree with Colorful Hands" 
acrylic painting 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
Vicki Nordquist 
"The Roots in Me" 
Sharpie Black Pen 
ASL poem 
 
 
 



 



 
Brenda Pond 
3 works with Tree motifs 

1. Tree  2.  {Title?} 3. Eyetree 2 
2.  

 

 
Nancy Rourke 
Title Undecided 
size 18 inch by 24 inch 
oil on canvas 
Description:  This painting is about the Tree on top of the red mountain with giant 
roots and a special root that signs "rooted forever." The ladder person comes by 
every so often, to paint more colours on the hand leaves and branches and even the 
eggs on a nest. The Eye tree looks up the ladder person and signs LOVE, thanking 
him, with much LOVE, feeling very grateful. Overall, it is about how precious life is, 
and someone comes by, to take good care and keeping the Eye Tree living forever on 
top of the red mountain. There are mountains in the distance and the sky can be 
stormy, but that doesn't stop the ladder person and the Eye Tree and the eggs.  



 

 
Paul Scearce 
Tree of Eyeth 





 
 
Tiffany Slieff 
"Balance 1 & 2" 
metal / rock sculpture  
1 foot tall 
Spring 2008 
Description: 
Both balance trees symbolizes harmony, peace, and balance. Actually I understand 
that there are no obvious deaf motifs in these artworks, but creating them are 
expressively coming from my deaf experience. 
The Bonsai tree has a body standing up to hold so many experiences around it, but 
still yet, it seeks for a harmony, peace, and balance in the hearing world no matter 
how heavy experiences may be. 
The Mobile tree has three words: Laugh, Love, and Live. Yes, Live is missing but not 
a tree. The tree represents live to make everything together into a balance, and the 
story of this artwork is same as the bonsai tree. Therefore, both artworks have the 
same title. However, this tree was inspired by Alexander Calder's artwork, Mobile. 
 
 



 

 
Diane Squires 
Eyes Glowing' (Metaphor - Trees Growing) 
iPad - ArtRage3 
 
 
 


